
Sony PlayStation Series
Guitar Mania Shredder Guitar Controller  for Guitar Hero

Product Series
Guitar Mania presents the latest high-performance guitar controllers for use with the 
hottest PlayStation 2 music game series in history, Guitar Hero! MTV, Gibson Guitar, Vans 
sportswear and music industry giants have come together to promote the award-
winning game into the stratosphere, and, aside from being the only pro alternative 
controllers available for the game, Guitar Mania controllers make excellent primary or 
secondary controllers for the game's multiplayer mode.

Product Description
The Shredder guitar controller offers top Guitar Mania design features for an entry level 
price, including the patent-pending recessed Start button, which prevents players 
from accidently pausing the game. The Shredder also comes complete with the 
Guitar Mania Super Whammy System whammy bar and FeatherTouch Fret Buttons on 
a fast-action neck. Its upgraded Rocking Rhythm strum bar is tuned for tight and accu-
rate rhythmic input, and the Smart Bidirectional Accelerator sensor allows users to 
enjoy the Star Power bonus mode of the game by simply "shaking" the controller-
instead of misplaying notes while keeping the guitar in a vertical position. The com-
pact size is perfect for kids or grownup guitar heroes on the go, and the Shredder is 
friendly to the environment. All materials used to manufacture the controller have 
passed the tough European RoHS standard.

Guitar Hero took the Editor's Choice Best of Show prize at the E3 convention in late 
2005, and the game has received rave reviews from the toughest gaming critics. 
GameSpot awarded Guitar Hero 5 out of 5 stars; 1UP gave the game 10 out of 10 stars 
and the ratings never dropped below 4.5 stars from a possible 5 stars in reviews from 
the remaining top gaming industry publications, including Gamespy, GamePro and 
more

Only Pro Alternative
Guitar Mania controllers are the only alterna-
tive high-performance controllers available 
that are fully compatible with the Guitar Hero 
software series for PS2!

Excellent Additional Controller
In addition to being a high-performance 
controller, the Shredder is perfectly suited as 
an additional controller for extra players in 
multiplayer mode

Patent-pending Button Cluster
Players love the durable hardware and 
advanced button placement because it lets 
them kick out the jams without accidentally 
pausing the game!

Super Whammy System Whammy Bar
Chrome-look whammy bar system is finely 
tuned and spring loaded with high density 
coil spring for extreme durability and 
excellent response!

Smart Sensors
The Smart Bidirectional Accelerator sensor 
doesn't just feature one sensor-it features two 
sensors so players can activate the Star 
Power mode by simply "shaking" the control-
ler!

Advanced Fret Buttons
FeatherTouch Fret Buttons activate with the 
slightest touch-no need to depress the 
buttons all the way!                          

Hot Styling
The heavy metal body style and overall 
design delivers a more balanced look and 
feel for superior realism and a maximum rock 
'n' roll experience! 

Environmentally Friendly
All components comply with the new 
stringent RoHS standard set forth by the 
European Union.

"Guitar Hero might just be the best rhythm game 
ever made." - GameSpot
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Additional accessories are available at: www.theguitarmania.com
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The Guitar Mania Experience
If you haven't played the game, you're in for a treat! Within moments of strapping on your rock 'n' roll axe, you'll be playing 
along with some of the greatest rock hits of all time. The game has different skill settings, and the Shredder guitar controller 
truly becomes an instrument at the higher skill levels. Players must use the proper buttons and strum bar techniques to 
emulate the thrilling guitar work of the best guitar players in rock 'n' roll history! Getting to the top isn't easy, but the game 
is so infectiously FUN, you've got to get to the top or die! We can't stop playing it in the office, and we know you'll see why 
so many game critics have said it might just be the "greatest music game of all time" as soon as you plug in! Once you do, 
the advanced design of the Shredder guitar controller will become your weapon of choice! No doubt about it! For More 
Information: www.theguitarmania.com

FeatherTouch, Smart Bidirectional Accelerator, Super Whammy System, Rocking Rhythm, ComfortNeck, AutoSense, Air Guitar Just Got Sicker!, Whammy in Your Jammies!, 
Noodle with Your Poodle!, The Ant Commandos, TAC, Shredder, Rocking V and Freedom V are trademarks of The Ant Commandos, Inc. Guitar Hero is a trademark of RedOc-
tane, Inc. "PlayStation" and the "PS" Family logo are registered trademarks of Sony Computer Entertainment Inc.

Technical Specification
  - Electrical Specification :3.45V 10mA

Color Options
- Shining Black

Accessories
The following accessories are included in the box
  - Adjustable Guitar Stra
  - Sticker Sheet.

Packaging Specification
  - Package Dimension (LxWxH): 28.25"x 2.5"x 10.5"
  - Package Weight: 3.45 lbs
  - Package Quantity: 1

  - Carton Dimension (LxWxH): 15"x 11"x 29.75"
  - Carton Weight: 22.7 lbs
  - Carton Quantity: 6
  - Cubic Feet of Carton: 2.75 cubic feet 
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